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NB: All the titles are translated into English. 

Not all the titles are articles or studies. The titles in red are concert invitations, 
commercials, calls for projects and so on.  

Veronica Anghelescu: Thoughts and Music for Laura Popescu 

Laura Popescu was our colleague and friend at the Conservatory in Bucharest: a pure soul, as 
everyone would characterize her. She studied musicology with Laura Manolache and she was a 
gifted writer and musician. Recently she died of leukemia. Many of her friends organized a 
concert that took place at George Enescu Museum, to honor her memory. 

Valentin Petculescu: Chords, colors, contexts (part I) 

Even though music is very much a temporal art, we cannot minimize the personality of the 
chord; the melody does not hold the highest importance and it certainly is not the one that 
decides the type of the chord. The chord is in itself an “energetic stream” that is mainly 
generated by the harmonics, it has a certain “weight” that cannot be ignored.  
The connections between harmony and color have been observed quite often, as well as between 
melody and drawing. The idea of “color” (in music) has a larger sense than in the domain of fine 
arts and it refers to the description of the chord, to its ethos.  
The article classifies the chords using criteria coming from the fine arts, in an interdisciplinary 
approach. 
 
Janina Bădici: A Path Dedicated to Choral Music: An Interview with Luminiţa Guţanu 

In this interview with Janina Bădici, the choir conductor Luminiţa Guţanu speaks about her 
career, her love of choral music and of the different choirs she conducts, among which Symbol 
children choir, one of the most appreciated choirs in Romania. 

Ion Bogdan Ştefănescu: When an Artist Dies 

In this article, Ion Bogdan Ştefănescu writes about the premature death of a great Romanian 
musician, the jazz performer Jonny Răducanu, one of his very close friends: an inimitable 
personality, a renowned musician and a man that every Romanian knew and loved. 

Teodora Radu: “Lord of the Rings” Film Music 

“Lord of the Rings” is one of the majestic films in the history, a true work of art at all levels. The 
story written by J.R.R. Tolkien has become one of the most influent writings of the 
contemporary world. The trilogy is highly sophisticated, complex and interesting for people of 
all ages. The score is  signed Howard Shore, a renowned Canadian composer. 

Vasile Menzel: New Successes for the Romanian Cinema 

The International Film Festival in Cottbus / Germany brings new successes for the Romanian 
cinema: many Romanian films were awarded important prizes at this important film festival, 
among which “Felicia before everything”. 



George Petrovai: Postmodern Poetry between Illusions and Delusions  

There has been often stated that Postmodern poetry can be as strange as possible and it can deal 
with no matter what subjects. George Petrovai provides a few examples of such books in which 
the authors deal with what they call poetry, in order to hide their lack of talent and their poor 
knowledge of culture. 

Gyuris Adalbert: Dilettantes and Musicians 

The Romanian language provides an interesting distinction between those performers who do not 
have any solid knowledge of music and those who do have. Ever so often the dilettantes think 
high of themselves and promote a music style that lacks the qualities of art. 

Paul Leu: The Tricolor Hymn – the National Anthem of Socialist Romania 

Paul Leu unveils several historical events that led to the mystification of the original text written 
by Ciprian Porumbescu, the Tricolor Hymn, as a result of the intervention of Nicolae Ceauşescu. 
This intervention led to dramatic changes of the text to the point in which they had but little 
similarity to the original. 

Tatiana Munteanu: An Interview with the Actor Ştefan Lupu 

A renowned Romanian actor, Ştefan Lupu speaks in this interview about the beginnings of his 
career, his studies, his roles and the Romanian theatre nowadays, in times of spiritual and 
cultural crisis. 

Book Launching at the National University of Music in Bucharest: “Memories” of Dumitru 
D. Botez (video) 

Jin Wang Conducts Romanian Orchestra at Radio Concert Hall 

Lamento & Gioia 

Maia Ciobanu – A Composer’s Profile 

Excelsior Theater Schedule 

 


